MULLER IS PRESIDENT
By MICHAEL HILL
Dr. Steven Muller was unanimously
elected the tenth president of the
University yesterday afternoon at a
special meeting of the Board of Trustees.
Dr. Muller, who is 44, has been the
school's provost since last April. He will
assume the presidency on February 1.
Muller was - considered the leading
candidate for the post since Lincoln
Gordon resigned last March; his

appointment was apparantly finalized at
last week's meeting of the Trustees'
executive committee. The entire board
added their approval yesterday.
Trustee Statement
In a prepared statement. Trustee
chairman Robert D. H. Harvey stated,
"The election of Steven Muller
culminates ten months of an arduous
search and selection process during which
time the qualifications of scores of

potential candidates were examined with
great care."
Harvey termed Muller's performance as
"exemplary."
In an interview yesterday afternoon.
Muller emphasized his hope for increasing
cooperation among individuals and
divisions of the University.
"As quickly as possible. I hope we can
get this place to settle down to a steady
and sustained beat, a rhythm of
achievement over the long pull that will
lead us to excellence," Muller said.
No Flurries
Though he discounted any flurry of
activity at the beginning of his tenure.
Muller indicated that he had definite
ideas on reorganizing the administration.
"I think we can save sonic more money
here," he said.
Muller emphasized that undergraduate
education and university governance were
I wo major issues facing the school,
though he also pointed to problems at the

East Baltimore campus as needing
immediate attention.
•
Dr. Muller also indicated that he will
not live in the presidential house on the
Homewood campus. He stated that he did
not feel that the "isolated fishbowl"
atmosphere of the on-campus residence
would be good for his two daughters,
aged 9 and 14.
A 1948 graduate of UCLA, Dr. Muller
then went to Oxford as a Rhodes scholar.
He received his Ph. D. from Cornell in
1958. his studies there interrupted by
two years in the Army. He was an
assistant professor at HavertOrd from
1956 to 1958, joining the Cornell faculty
in September of that year.
In 1961, he became director of the
Cornell Center for International Studies.
During his last five years there, he served
as vice-president for public affairs. During
this ten year period, Dr. Muller continued
t o teach undergraduate and graduate
courses in government.
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Faculty, administration
applaud president choice

Steven Muller

Students mostly optimistic
about Muller's election
By MIKE WEISSMAN
Yesterday's announcement of Dr.
Steven Muller's rise to the Hopkins
Presidency was greeted with guarded
Optimism by students.
"He comes across as a nice person, but
no one knows his capabilities. Even so, he
ought to have a good chance," said Senior
class President Alf Dimiero, expressing
the view of most students.
No Surprise?
Many of those contacted assumed that
Muller had been a shoo-in for the
Presidency since his arrival last summer.
"I don't think that it was a surprise; I just
sort of wondered when they would
announce it," said Gerry Bates, Student
Council President.
He added, "He [Mullerlis concerned
about undergraduates and has listened to
them. He is certainly articulate."
Bob Heile, President of the Graduate
Students Organization and a member of
the Search and Selection . Committee,
disputed the sentiment that Muller's new
appointment was set when he first arrived
on campus. Further, he said, this
sentiment might hurt the new President's
chances with undergraduates at the start
of his tenure.

"I don't think the undergraduate body
will rise up against the appointment, but
there could be some negative reaction. I
think he will surmount that easily," he
said.
"Just as long as Muller keeps the
University afloat I will be happy. I realize
that Muller is fully aware of the
University's problems; he may have a few
rough edges, but I'm sure that it will
work out," he added.
Drew Loftus, an undergraduate
member of the Search and Selection
Committee and one of three who
interviewed the nine men in the
contention, maintained that Muller is
extremely competent. "We're going to
have outstanding leadership," said Loftus.
"From what I've heard he is very
interested in becoming more involved in
the community and city, and that is a
significant move for the University," said
Kermit Baker, co-President of the
Student Association.
One junior commented that he didn't
really know much about Muller. "It's just
a name and a title. Maybe it would have
been better to have gotten someone with
a nationally known name."

Hopkins administrators and sent,
faculty members have voiced unanimous
approval of the Trustees' selection of
Steven Muller as President of the
University.
Sonic junior faculty members reserved
comment on the election, claiming that
Muller is relatively unknown to the
Hopkins community. General university
reaction to the a p poin t went was
extremely favorable, however.
"I can't ask for more thall a President 1
respect," commented Dean George
Benton, "and Steve Muller tits the bill."
Benton added "Muller is extremely
competent. I am looking forward to
working with him."
Asset
Several Academic Council members
called the close working relationship
between Benton and Muller one of the
biggest assets of the selection. "It would
have been a great disaster to have a
president who couldn't work well with
Benton," said J. Hillis Miller, English.
"I feel that Dr. Muller's election is
particularly good news for Homewood,"
Miller said. "He and Benton have worked
together very well for nearly a year, and
that's very important from the Arts and
Sciences point of view."
Other professors echoed Miller's view.
Earl Wasserman, English, said of the
relationship, "I'm positive that it is one
of the special benefits of this
appointment." He called the Trustees'
selection "splendid," and said, "This
won't really mean a radical change in Dr.
Muller's duties; it just means raising them
to a higher level."
Advantage
Most of those who commented on the
selection noted that Muller, as Provost,
was familiar with Hopkins, an advantage
which no other candidate shared. Benton
speculated that the selection of president
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0t. power
..;otild have slowed the
by at least one year.
"Chances are that an outside person
wouldn't have been able to take office
until July; add six months for the new
president to become Loniliar with the
school, and you have added a year to our
present schedule," the Dean said.
Many of the senior faculty members
were impressed by the role Muller played
in cooling the student protest which
erupted at Cornell in 1969. Muller was
the chief negotiator for the university
when a group of students occupied
Willard Straight Hall on the Ithaca
campus.
Anyone
David Sachs, Philosophy, was a faculty
member at Cornell during the
confrontations, and lie praised Muller's
role in quieting the disruption. "More
than anyone else, Muller was responsible
for the fact that there was no
bloodshed," Sachs said.
Although most members of the faculty
indicated that Muller would certainly
initiate changes, few were willing to
speculate What they would be."He ought
to be perfectly free to direct the
University," Wasserman said. "I'm just
pleased that we now have a permanent
president," said Michael Beer, Biophysics.
"I don't foresee any abrupt changes."
Benton was joined by most other
administrators and faculty members in
praising outgoing President Milton S.
Eisenhower. "I thought highly of Dr.
Eisenhower after his first term, and I
think more highly of him now," Benton
said. "Still, there were some things which
he didn't want to do, feeling that they
ought to be the perogative of the new
president. We are ready now to move on.
I feel very positively about the future of
this university."
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Muller served as Cornell VP;
colleagues'impressions varied
By HOWARD WEAVER
Hopkins' President-elect
Steven Muller spent a total of 16
years at Cornell University
before coming to Johns
Hopkins in 1971; he left behind
conflicting opinions - among
colleagues about the nature of
the man now Hopkins president.
Muller received national
attention for his role as
negotiator during the "Straight
Crisis" at Cornell in 1969.
Muller, who was then Cornell's
Vice -President for Public
Relations, was chosen as the
faculty negotiator when armed
students at the University
occupied Willard Straight Hall
and presented officials with a list
of demands.
Many members of the
Homewood community cited
Muller's performance during the
confrontation as evidence of the
president designate's ability to
act in crisis situations and deal
effectively with students. "I
think Muller took a sensible
compromise stand, and probably

was responsible for avoiding a
lot of violence," said Paul
Mayfield, a Hopkins philosophy
graduate student who attended
Cornell during the actions.
Strout Cushing
"It's not possible to cite a
general campus attitude toward
Muller as a result of the crisis,"
said Cornell professor Cushing
Strout, editor of Divided We
Stand, a collection of articles
detailing the uprising. "At that
point the university was filled
with diverse opinion."
Muller did encounter severe
opposition from several
segments of the university,
however, including two of the
most diametrically opposed
groups. The former Hopkins
Provost came under fire from
militant members of the
Afro-American Society, who
charged that he was
"untrustworthy" and an
administration functionary.
"Most of the leftist people just
didn't trust him," said Phillip
Dixon, an undergraduate in
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The presidency
The supposedly long and arduous search is over. It
ended as so many expected it would, right in our own
backyard, and Steven Muller will soon become Hopkins'
tenth president. Despite his having spent ten months at
Homewood, Dr. Muller is still something of an unknown
entity to the majority of the Hopkins community. In his
job as provost, he has necessarily lived in the shadow of
Dr. Eisenhower, whose austerity program has also made it
necessary that his name be associated with unpopular
actions. But he has seemingly performed well in this job,
and this performance was apparently his steppingstone to
the presidency. Muller also brings an impressive
fund-raising legacy from Cornell, as well as his obvious
intelligence and youth. Hopefully, he will bring to the
office the vigor that Lincoln Gordon admitted was lacking
when he resigned last March.
The major problem with Muller is the intangible one of
his personality. For some, both here at Hopkins and at
Cornell, there is an underlying sense of distrust when
dealing with him, the feeling that there is perhaps
something false about his manner. Few can point to any
concrete examples, but nonetheless, an unfavorable
impression persists. Such doubts could seriously hamper
his effectiveness with students and faculty, and so Muller
needs to inspire trust and confidence before he is able to
truly lead this University.
The best way to merit this trust is for the new president
to make substantive improvements in academic programs,
campus life, housing and community relations. Such
:(.:tions would help to unite the entire Hopkins
community, and place personality differences in the
background.

Ithaca during the confrontation.
Hard Line
Muller's other antagonists
were senior faculty members
who sought a hard-line.
administration policy against
students who had occupied the
student center. At one point
Milner threatened to 'resign
unless the faculty endorsed a
clemency plea for three of the
student leaders.
One Cornell faculty member
noted that several segments of
the faculty were opposed to
Muller before the crisis, due to
an article in the Wall Street
Journal which quoted him as
favoring an administration-student alliance which could serve
to reduce faculty power at the
New York school. Muller was
also said to have called on the
faculty to play an increased role
in teaching at the school.
Misquote
Muller later claimed that h..,
was misquoted in the article, but
examining committee, had harsh
some faculty members remain
words for persons who have
unconvinced. "I can't judge the
been critical of the position
accuracy of that article," said
which Muller took during the
Eldon Kenworthy, Cornell
disruption. "The only fair thing
professor of Government, "but
to say is that Steven acted on his
Muller did not at any time
perception of danger to Cornell
ingratiate himself with the
and sought to alleviate that
'old-guard' senior faculty."
danger."
"Steve (Muller) is much too
Personal Style
Student distrust of Muller was
sophisticated to have made such
characterized by one Cornell
a statement," said Dr. Arch
professor as opposition to his
Dotson, chairman of the Cornell
"personal style of operation,
Government Department in
which Muller taught. Dotson, rather than any overt action.
Many people felt that he was an
who served on Muller's Ph.D.

administrativ-e operator," he
added.
"Steve is very bright and
extremely ambitious," noted
one of Muller's former
colleagues from Cornell's
Government Department. He
indicated that the the
combination of those factors
caused some people to feel
jealous or threatened.
"Muller tends to be a bit of an
operator, and he can come on
awfully heavy with the PR bit,"
the professor said, "but, overall,
I felt that he behaved very well."

Prexy search effort hampered
by some key candidates'refusals
By ART LEVINE
Yesterday's decision by the
Board of Trustees to pick
Provost Steve Muller as Hopkins'
tenth president culminated a
nine-month search that was
unique in Hopkins history.
For the first time, a
student-faculty advisory panel
played a crucial role in a process
that pared down an initial list of
300 names. But the search effort
faced some opposition from
undergraduates, as well as
refusals by over half of the
candidates on the final list.
"It really worked out much
better than anybody expected,"
said George Owen, one of two
Homewood faculty members on
the 16-member advisory group.
The advisory panel was set up
in late April after Dr. Milton
Eisenhower assumed the
interim presidency. They began
work with the understanding
that Eisenhower would not serve
past this school year and that
the final choice would be made
by the Trustees. Heading the
Trustees' Selection Committee
was Judge Harrison L. Winter,
who was also picked in May to
chair the University-wide panel.
The selection process
generated some mistrust among
undergraduates because of its
secrecy and the belief by some
that Muller was a favored

candidate.
Another obstacle was the
Student Council drive for a new
governance system. In
November, they tried to remove
from the advisory panel the two
undergraduate representatives,
senior Mark Derr and sophomore
Andrew Loftus.
By late September, the
selection list had been narrowed
to 20 candidates, panel members
said. They commented that less
than ten candidates were
actually interviewed by the small
interview panel.
And according to one member
of the interview panel, Andrew
Loftus, Muller eventually faced a
close race from another
candidate. Loftus refused to
comment on whether the
prospect was from within the
University. Another member of
the advisory group asserted that
Muller was the only in-house
candidate on the final list.
Student influence on the
selection process was felt in the
Trustees' consideration of
young, liberal candidates, and in
the exclusion from the final list
of those who participated in
Vietnam war policy decisions,
according to George Owen.
Although most members of
the advisory group praised the
selection process, the
undergraduate representatives

had some minor criticisms. Derr
said, "The search could have
been more thorough. We should
have had more time to actually
meet with the candidates."
Loftus added, "Things were
somewhat stacked in Muller's
favor since every candidate was
essentially going to be compared
to him."
Among those few questioned
by the interview panel, Loftus
said, were university presidents
and science administrators. One
of the leading contenders for the
post was a young Harvard
professor of Chinese law, Jerry
Cohen, who had the strong
backing of some members of the
panel but was reportedly
rejected because he lacked
administrative experience. A
panel member said that Cohen
was flown in from Japan and
interviewed the same week as
Muller.
During the summer, Winter
sent out a letter to students
appealing for presidential
suggestions, but there was a low
response. Most of the
suggestions came from faculty,
trustees and people outside the
University. In May the advisory
panel was charged with weeding
out the candidates, while the
Trustees agreed to talk to only
those candidates approved by
the student-faculty group.

